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Cleaner Loaders
Compact, effective
beet handling

CTM 500 Series
Sugar Beet Cleaner Loaders

www.ctmharpley.co.uk
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CTM 500 Series

Entry level model with
conventional hopper/
elevator configuration.
Same build quality,
same capacity and
same components
as the other models.

Whether you are a sugar beet grower or haulier,
you need a totally reliable cleaner loader that
matches your loading needs and stringent dirt
tare standards imposed by the factories.

Also available
withPRECLEANER:
502Plus/504Plus

Over 50 years of close liaison with our customers
and processors has established a specification
that is second to none. The 500 Series is a range
of cleaner loaders that offers the flexibility to meet
your needs moreaccurately than ever before.

Our design criteria

Basic model 502

Model 524 withopen type
canopy,folded for transport.

1 to 3 tonne a minute throughput. Ease of
handling for fast set up including powered
self-locking elevator.
Choice of axle/wheel configurations for
excellent manouevrability and stability.
Steering axle may be fitted to either end.
All models available with 4 wheels (eg 504)
or two wheels and 2 adjustable legs (eg 502).
Heavy gauge steel hoppers designed for
loading from 3 sides.
High ground clearance and flared chassis
design for ease of soil removal and
uninterrupted operation.

522/524
Hopper+PRECLEANER+pick off table
+final scrub elevator.
The CTM PRECLEANER has an extra web which gently
tumbles beet en-route from the hopper to the pick off table
or main cleaning stage, speeding up thecleaning process.

Pick off models include adjustable hopper gate
and electric stop/start control for added safety.

Model 514 with full canopy
and hopper extensions.

Reliable, low maintenance aircooled diesel
engines with electric start andprotection
system. Engine provides torque across a
variable speed range.Complies with EU
emission legislation.
Large capacity fuel tank for uninterupted use.
Conveyors and elevators with sealed rollers
and webs proven for long, trouble free service
and minimum beet damage.

514
Hopper+pick off table+final
scrub elevator.

Energy efficient twin pump hydraulics (triple on
544) provide smooth speed control in hoppers
and pick off conveyors.

PRECLEANER
wakes up
dirty beet

532/534

Hopper+pick off+final
scrub elevator.
Extended elevator
conveyor provides
a pick off facility for
occasional use within
a highly compact and
maneuouvrable design.
Adjustable hopper gate
for additional scrubbing
in the hopper and
flow control.

Model 534Plus with folding hopper extensions,
9000 wheels and steering axle elevator end.
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Roller Systems
Model 544 with optional hopper
folding extensions and full canopy

542/544

Hopper+PRECLEANER+roller system+pick off area+final scrub elevator.
These innovative models are fitted with a patented system of spiral rollers
between the PRECLEANER and the final Scrubbers. The 4 lateral rollers
are adjustable pressure sprung to avoid damage from the clods, stones
and trash they expel.The 544 has proven equally effective with beet grown
on light stoney land and heavy wet conditions. It was found that wet, muddy
beet could be successfully cleaned and loaded with reduced drying
time inthe clamp, speeding up the process of lifting and hauling.

The final pile shows the amount
of tareremoved by our exclusive
roller system.

NEW
552/554 models

Model 544 with optional hopper
folding extensions and full canopy

Hopper+PRECLEANER+
reverse action roller
system+pick offarea+
final scrub elevator.
The new CTM 554 has the
addition of reverse action
rollers. Based on the highly successful 500 roller
cleaning system, the new reverse action design
offers even greater flexibility to suit soil and crop
conditions. In place of the 544’s four spiral rollers,
the 554 has two smooth outer rollers working with two
spiral inner rollers. Outer rollers have speed control.
552/554

Reverse action roller system
modes of operation...

Stones ejected
by rollers.

In forward drive the four rollers effectively eject clods,
stones and trash while reverse drive offers faster
‘pure cleaning’ for cleaner crops which only require
removal of soil and trash. Drive direction is selected
at the turn of a handle and throughput is supported
by an engine upgrade to Deutz 40hp.

Hopper gate in open position
showing PRECLEANER web.

NEW Hydraulic hopper
extensions.
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CTM pursue an ongoing policy of product improvement and machinery supplied may differ from those featured in this brochure.

Cross Street, Harpley, King's Lynn, Norfolk PE31 6TJ
t. +44 (0)1485 520 355 f. +44 (0)1485 520 062
e. sales@ctmharpley.co.uk
w. www.ctmharpley.co.uk

On the button
for quality and value

